Abstract. The equilibrium states for an infinite system of classical mechanics may be represented by states over Abelian C* algebras. We consider here continuous and lattice systems and define a mean entropy for their states. The properties of this mean entropy are investigated: linearity, upper semi-continuity, integral representations. In the lattice case, it is found that our mean entropy coincides with the KOLMOGOICOV-SINAI invariant of ergodic theory.
Introduction
A new approach to the description of the equilibrium states of statistical mechanics has recently been intensively studied. I n this approach these states are identified with states on a B* algebra 92. I t is assumed that the theory is invariant under a group G (for instance the Euclidean or translation group) and the states considered are G invariant. The algebra 92 is Abe]Jan for classical systems and non.Abelian for quantum systems. G invariant states on Abellan C* algebras m a y be ident, ified with measures on a compac~ set which are invariant under a group of homeomorphisms of this set, their study is thus naturally part of crgodic theory. Many of the recent results have consisted in extending ergodie theory to the case of a non-Abelian algebra 92. I t would thus be natural to obtain a non-Abelian extension of the mean entropy introduced by KOLHOGO~OV and Sr~Ai (KoLMoGo~ov-SI~A~ invariant). Another reason for doing this is that a mean entropy should, on physical grounds, be associated with the equilibrium states of statistical mechanics (see [10] ). In this paper we undertake the more modest project, of giving a natural physical definition of mean entropy for classical systems, studying its properties and finding its relations with the KOLMOGOROV-SI~'¢Ai invarian~l.
States of Classical Statistical Mechanics
The description of equilibrium states in statistical mechanics as states on B* algebras has been considered recently by several authors
x Results similar to those described here have been obtained independently by O. LA~FO~I) (unpublished). [3, 5, 6, 7, 10] . We summarize here briefly some facts pertaining to the case of classicM statistical mechanics [I1] . For simplicity we shall ignore the description of momenta of particles and assume that the one-particle configuration space T is either R ~ (continuous systems) or Z ~ (lattice systems) where R (the reals) and Z (the integers) have the usual topologies. The invariance group of the theory is that of translations (~ T).
The Cartesian product of n copies of T is noted T n and the sum T" of disjoint copies of all T ~ is noted ~-. Let A C T be a bounded n~0 open set (i. e., a finite set if T = Z~). We call 5V, 3 the space of real continuous functions on T n with support in A ~, we call 5/rA the space of sequences (]~)n~0 where/~ ~ 5C 3 a n d / " = 0 for n large enough, and we call S the union of the :gCA, An element of ~C m a y thus be considered as a function on J~.
For every bounded open A C T, and integer n ~ 0, let/~3 > 0 be a measure on A% symmetric in its n arguments. We shall say that (#3) isa 
. x~) XA'~A(X~+~) . . . Z A ' I A ( Z~+~) .
Notice that A ° is reduced to a point even if A = ¢ is the empty set and, as Cn = ¢ for n > 0, (D 1) gives ~o(¢0) = 1. Given a function F on J-, a translation za by a E T is defined by In particular the z~ yields a group of automorphisms of 91. We call .W ± the subspaee of the dual 9A' of Og consisting of the invariant forms 
Entropy for Continuous Systems
In this Section we take T = R ~ (continuous system). Let (#~) be a family of density distributions and assume that for every A, n the measure #~ is absolutely continuous with respect ~ the Lebesgue measure. If V ( A ) is the Lebesgue measure (volume) of A, we write 
Decrease: A ' > A ~ S ( A ' ) -S(A) <-0;

Strong sub-additivity: S(A ~ A') -S(A) -S(A') + S(A ~, A') <= O.
The convexity of the function t -+ t logt (t > 0) implies -t l o g t =< 1 --t and hence if A' c A we obtain, with the help of (2.5)
S(A') -S(A) =
where we have restricted the integrations to the region where [A" < 0. This proves the decrease property of S(A) and choosing A = ¢, also the negativity.
To prove strong sub-additivity we use variables x0),
where we have restricted the integrations to the region where Iava A' > 0.
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Remark. If A and A ' are disjoint we have b y (2.7)
S ( A w A') < S ( A ) + S ( A ' )
i Let n + (a) (resp. n ] (a)) be the number of sets of this partition which have nonvoid intersection with A (resp. which are contained inA) and let F + (a) (resp. / ' ] (a)) be the union of these sets. 
(2.10)
I n particular if s = --~, (2.8) follows from (2.9). Let thus s be finite, given e > 0 we can choose a 0 such t, hat
S(A(ao)) V(A(ao)) < s -~-e and (2.9) yields S(A) < n~(ao) (s ÷ e) (2.11) V ( A ) = ~ "
We construct now F + (a0) by successively adding translates of A (no) in the lexicographie order of the vectors (n 1 . . . . . n ~) defining these translates. L e t / '~ be the union of the first n translates, so t h a t / ' n + = / ' + (no)- is also a union of translates of A (%) and can be constructed b y adding them successively in lexicographic order, let here An be the union of the first n translates.
If w e assume tha~ (2.13) for all N such t h a t there exists a translatinn mapping ]~n+l into zl~-+l with the property that the last translate of A (a0) in/'~+1 is m a p p e d onto the last translate of A(ao) in A5-+1-If b is large enough, (2.13) wilt hoht for almost all N and, using the decrease property of s, we obtain in contradiction with (2.10), therefore
S(F,~+~) -S(F~) < (s -e) V(A(ao) ) (2.12) the strong sub-additivity of S implies t h a t S(AN+O -S(Az¢) < (s -a) V(A(ao) )
Hence, summing over n we find
S ( F + (ao)) >= n+A (%)S V(A(ao) ) and thus S(A) S(F+A(a°)) >--n+A(a") (2.15) V (A) >= V (t~-A(ao)) ---n-A(a--o i-s .
Comparison of (2.11) and (2.15) proves (2.8). 
S(O ) < ~( e ) -~-V (A)-I~ O(q~(S/1 .... ,S/q))log ~(~(S/1 ..... 8/q)) (3.2) = ~ f ~( S h ..... Sh)
where ~ is concave and continuous. We show now that for every Q C E ~, ~q~± we can choose ~b such that ~b (~) is arbitrary close to s (0). 
We choose a sequence ~0~ n) of such functions such that i~ ~(e n) = 1 -99 (n) we have f 
d~ ~ ~(~)(S/(x))-~ o o (~( s / ) ) -~ ~ > o then 2
¢(~)(0) = V(A) -~ L" O(q)(~')(S])) log q(~4"(S/)) <
<= V(A) -~ [2e -~ + ~(qo>)(Sl
[i -I if t ~ ):-I if A < t .
Given s > 0 we may choose A such that 
Proposition 5. T h e / u n c t i o n a l s i8 a/fine u p p e r s e m i -c o n t i n u o u s on E f~ ~f ± . I / /~o is a m e a s u r e on E f~ .~± w i t h r e s u l t a n t ~, then s(Q) = i~o(s).
s is a/fine by Proposition 3, upper semi-continuous as the lower bound of a family of continuous functions by Proposition 4. That s(~) = / t o (s) results fl'om the proof of Lemma I0 in [2] .
The formula s(Q)= #o(s) is especially interesting when #~ is the (unique) maximal measure with resultant ~. In particular, it is known (see [11] ) that ff ~ ~ ~ ~ ~± , then tt o is carried by the set ~ f~ # ( E f~ ~qo±) where # ( E ~ ~qo±) is the set of extremal invariant states (or ergodie states [12] ). Therefore if ~E~ ~o±, s(~) has an integral representation on the set of extremal invariant states.
If further it is possible to obtain the equilibrium states as solutions of a variational problem involving the entropy, the following points m a y be important.
1. An upper semi-continuous function defined over a compact set reaches its maximum.
2. An affine upper semi-continuous function defined over a convex compact set reaches its maximum at an extremal point (corresponding to a single thermodynamic phase).
Lattice Systems
In this Section we take T = Z" (lattice system We do not reproduce the proof which is analogous to that of .Proposition 2, differing from it essentially only b y the interchange of the superscripts ~: in the formulas. We note however that to obtain (2.14) we use instead of the decrease of S the inequality The proof is again given by (3.1). Now by the Gel'fand isomorphism, any @ E E is identifiable with a measure mq on the spectrum d~(E) of 92. If @ E ~, then m 0 is carried by ~f~ @(E) (see [10] , Section 11) and conversely, ~' (~ d~(E) is a G~ (countable intersection of open sets). If @ E ~ (~, ~f±, then the measure mQ on ~ (~ vC(E) is invariant under the transformations z~ of ~" (~ #(E) associated with the automorphisms ~x (x E T) of PA. Let B be the ~ field on ~ ~ # (E) induced by the a field of Baire sets on ec(E) associated with the w* topology.
Proposition 6. The/ollowing inequalities hold Posltivity: S(A) > O; Increase: A ' ) A => S ( A ' ) -S(A) >= O; Strong sub-additivity: S ( A w A') -S(A) -S(A') + S ( A ~ A') < O.
S(A~+~) -S(Al¢) < S(A(ao)) < V(A(ao)) (s + s) .
The quadruple (~" (~ # (E), B, mo, T)) is a dynamical system in the sense of ergodic theory (see [4] , Section 10), it is therefore natural to consider the concept of mean entropy introduced by KoL~oGo~ov and SmA~ in this framework. For details of this theory we refer the reader to JAco~s [4] , BILLINGSLrY [1] , and I~OXRLm [9] and papers quoted therein. The theory of the KoLMooo~ov-SrsAi invariant is usually developed for a group T = Z (or T = R), but many of the results extend to T = Z ~ (see [8] ) and will be used without further discussion. 
H(Bo) = lira V(A) -~ tt(Bo(A)). A-->oo
If C is an increasingly filtered family of subfields of B with finite entropy such that U Bo (Z") ~0EO generates B up to eqnivalence we know (see [4] , p, 279, 6)) that the KOLMOOOl~OV-SI~Ai invariant is given by h = supH(Bo) . + b) ).
The family C of all B~ is clearly such that
U Bo(Z ~)
.B~ E C generates B, and if s(~o) < +~, the entropies H(Ba) are finite, therefore
concluding the proof.
Remark. h(m~)== +oo implies s(@)= +0o but we do not know if the converse holds. The resulting ambiguity would however not seem to be important in physical applications.
While one cannot expect the functional s(.) to be upper semicontinuous as in the continuous case, integral representations of the type given by Proposition 5 still hold. It is indeed known that the KolmogorovSina~ invariant h(me) has an integral representation on ~ ~ d~(E) (MacMitlan's theorem, [4] , 10.10) and an integral representation on ~ # ( E ~ ~± ) (barycentrie decomposition, [4] , 10.11).
Spin Systems
We denote by spin system a lattice system such that the occupation number nt of every lattice point x i is restricted to take the values 0, 1 . . . . . £V where N < ÷c~. This terminology originates from the fact that 2 (2 ni --IY) may then be viewed as the value of a spin component (see [13] ).
It is easy to construct a function ~(S/t ) which takes the value 0 if n i ~ N and the value 1 if ni > N. Let $P be the w* closed linear manifold defined by ~ (S/l) = 0 for all i, the states of a spin system are then the points of E f~ ¢" and we have E f~ ¢/" C ~. The theory of spin systems is thus just a special case of the theory of lattice systems. We note however that here satisfies the inequalities of Proposition 1. Another consequence is that the affine functional g(.) is upper semi-continuous, and the same holds therefore for s(.) = g(.) + log(N + 1).
